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Wave Speed
We discovered today that there are two things that affect the speed with which a
wave travels in a string: how heavy the string is, and how tightly it is stretched. We
will measure the weight of a string as a linear density, a mass per meter of length, and denote it with the
symbol d. We will measure the tightness of the rope as a tension force Ft. The wave speed is then the square
root of tension divided by linear density.

Here are the equations that we have seen so far in this chapter. These are all the equations you are going to
need.

These equations are what is used to create all stringed instruments. Because we can slow down the wave
speed by making the string thicker, we can make a low note without needing to have an incredibly long
string.

. 1 a) At the low end of a piano, are the strings likely to be heavier or lighter?

b) As I tune a string by tightening it, will this speed up or slow down the wave speed?

c) Does the behavior of waves in a string depend on gravity?

. 2 A heavy chain has a mass of 300 kg. It is 15 m long. This chain is hung horizontally, with a tension
force of 2000 N everywhere in the chain.

a) What is the linear density d (The mass per meter)?

b) What is the wave speed in the chain?

c) If I hit one end of the chain, how long does it take for the pulse to reach the other end?



. 3 A rope has 90 N of tension in it. It has a linear density of .1 kg / m. I pluck one end of the rope and
feel the pulse return to my hand 5 s later.

a) What is the wave speed in the rope?

b) What round trip distance must the pulse have covered in 5 s?

c) How long is the rope?

. 4 A guitar string has a length of .65 m. It has a mass of .0065 kg.

a) What is the "round trip" distance a pulse covers when traveling back and forth on this string?

b) What is the linear density d (The mass per meter)?

c) You want this string to play a "B", with a frequency of 60 Hz. This means that the round trip time
for a pulse has to be 1 / 120 s. What does v need to be?

d) What tension force FT do you need to apply to the string?


